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Weak invariance principles for certain continuous time parameter stochastic 
processes (including martingales and reverse martingales) are considered. Weak 
convergence in the sup-norm metric is also studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Functional central limit theorems for martingales and related triangular 
arrays of dependent random variables (TV) have been studied by a host of 
workers; we refer to Scott (1973) and McLeish (1974, 1978) where other 
references are cited. In the context of time-sequential statistical inference and 
elsewhere, often, one encounters (a sequence) of continuous time-parameter 
stochastic processes and needs to study invariance principles pertaining to 
such processes. The object of the present investigation is to formulate 
suitable regularity conditions pertaining to some functional central limit 
theorems for some continuous time parameter stochastic processes. We 
attack this problem by approximating a continuous time-parameter process 
by a suitable triangular array of dependent TO’S and then incorporating some 
existing invariance principles for the latter to yield parallel results for the 
former. This approximation can be most conveniently worked out for 
continuous time-parameter martingales and reverse martingales. 
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Section 2 deals with the preliminary notions. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted 
to the study of invariance principles for continuous time-parameter 
martingales and reverse martingales. The concluding Section includes a 
discussion on parallel results for a genera1 class of stochastic processes. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
Let {X, = [X,(t), t E [0, co)]; n > 1) be a sequences of continuous time 
parameter stochastic processes defined on a common probability space 
(Q, 9, P). Assume that for every n(>l), X,(t) is right continuous in t with 
X,(O) = 0, with probability 1. Also, assume that for every n(>l), (i) 
EX,(t) = 0, Vt E [0, co) and (ii) y’,(t) = EXi(t) exists and is continuous in 
t E [0, co). We shall consider two cases: (a) y,(t) is nondecreasing in t and 
lim ,Acc y,(t) = co, and (b) y,(t) is nonincreasing with lim,,, y,(t) = 0. 
Let {T,; n > 1) be a sequence of positive numbers, such that in case (a), 
yi(T,) monotonically goes to co as n -+ 00, while in case (b), yi(T,,) 10 as 
n+co. For every (n, T,), we consider a stochastic process 
W, = (W,(t), t E E}, E = [0, l] by letting 
W,(u) = X,(k,(~, TJYY,(TA IJ 62 [O, 11, (2.1) 
where in case (a) 
k,@, T,) = maxIt: rfJt> < v%T,Jl, u E [O, 11, (2.2) 
and in case (b) 
k,@, T,) = min{t: y:(t) < uyf,(T,,)}, u E [O, 11. 
We are basically concerned with the weak convergence of { W,,} to a Wiener 
process W = {W(u), u E E}. In Section 3, we consider first the case of 
continuous time-parameter martingales, for which we adopt the definitions in 
(2.1) and (2.2). The next section deals with the case of reverse martingales, 
for which W,, is defined by (2.1) and (2.3). Some genera1 remarks on the 
general case are given in Section 4. 
3. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES FOR CONTINUOUS TIME-PARAMETER 
MARTINGALES 
Let 5Yn, = 9(X,,(s); s < t) be the sigma-field generated by 1X,&), s < t), 
t > 0. Then, .9Xt is nondecreasing in t E [O, co). Let {X,(t), sRl; t E [0, co)} 
be a separable, continuous time-parameter martingale sequence, so that for 
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every n(>l), E[X,(f) ] &Q] =X,&s) a.e., Vt > s > 0. For every n(>l), 
consider a strictly increasing sequence {Q~,~} of positive numbers, such that 
lim k+m c.z~,~ = co and sup, ]u~,~+, - an,kl < co. Let then T,, = u~,~., so that 
k, -+ CXJ as n + co. Also, let 
t a.& = maxW 1~30 < qkL k> 1, t,,,=O; (3.1) 
Y n*,k = Yixf”,k) - Yk,k- 113 k> 1. (3.2) 
Note that by definition, max{y,*.J&T,,): k < k,} --t 0 as 12 + co. We assume 
that 
Yi,Jy& is uniformly (in k, n) integrable, (3.3) 
where for each n, 
Y”,k = J&&k) - mn,k- 119 k> 1; Y,,, = 0. (3.4) 
Further, let Z(A) stand for the indicator function of the set A and let 
kf(u) = max{k: Y&J < z&T,)}, u E E; k;(l) = k,. (3.5) 
We assume that for every u E E, as n + co, 
or 
Y,‘V’J c Yi,,+u 
k<k;(u) 
Y,*W c Wfd%t,,n,,-,I JLU. 
k<k:(u) 
(3.6) 
Finally, let q = {q(t), t E E} be a nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing 
function with 
5 1 [q(t)]-* dt < 00, (3.7) 
and define the sup-norm metric p4 by 
P&3 Y) = suP{lxw -Yw?W f E 4 (3.8) 
Then, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1, Under (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7), for the underlying 
martingale process, { W,,} weakly converges to W in (D, p,), where pq is 
defined by (3.8). 
Proof. Note that by definition, {W:(U), .JS”~~(~); u E E} is a separable, 
nonnegative submartingale process. Further, y,(t) is a continuous function of 
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t and EWi(t) = t, t E E. Hence, by Theorem 5.1 of Birnbaum and Marshall 
(1961), for every E > 0, 0 < 6 < 1 and n, 
and the right-hand side can be made smaller than q by choosing 6 
sufftciently small. On the other hand, for t > 6, q(t) > q(6) > 0, and hence, 
compactness of {W,,} in the usual Skorokhod metric would imply the 
compactness in the sup-norm metric. Thus, it sufftces to establish the weak 
convergence of ( W,,} to W in the Skorokhod metric. 
Let us define 
Z”.k = Y Ix,(t) - &(tn,k)L 
k > 0; (3.10) 
tn.k<f fn.k+l 
v’K(O = V,(t) - ~“0rz.k))’ mno> - &On,k)l > EY”(~J), k>O. (3.11) 
Since, for every a > 0, y*Z(I yI > a) is a convex function, by (3.11) and the 
definition of X,,(.), for every (n, k) and E > 0, {u::(t), snl; t,,, < t < tn,k+ r ) 
is a nonnegative submartingale. Hence, by (3.11) and the Doob (1967, 
p. 354) moment inequality for submartingales, for every (n, k) and E > 0, 
By (3.3) and (3.12), we obtain that for every E > 0, as n-t co, 
y<y Lw~.kWn,k > ~Y”mt))JIY~,h+J + 0. n (3.13) 
On the other hand, for every E > 0, 
< &-2 
(. 
c E[Z:,kz(Zn.k > &yn(Tn)l d(Tn> 
k<kn ,i 
(3.14) 
=& -’ kz ?%k+l ~E[Z:,kz(Zn,k > EY”(Tn))}/Yn*,k+ I Y;%) 
n 
< &-2{ os;Fk E[Z:,kz(Zn,k > EYn(T”)I/Y:,k+l) -+ ‘3 by t3*13)’ 
I 
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Now, for every n(>l), we consider the stochastic process 
fl= v%4=(C kGk+) Y,,,kI~,(~n)), u E E), where kX(u) is defined by 
(3.5). Then, by (2.1), (2.2), (3.4), and (3.10), we have 
SUPi W,(u) - ~(~)I: u E El 
,< oykTxk b”Pilxt#) -x”(t,,k)l: tn,k < t < In,k+ II i/Y#-n) (3.15) 
. ” 
= (max{z,,k : 0 < k < k,))/y,(T,) J+ 0, by (3.14). 
Hence, it suffices to show that (c} weakly converges to W. Note that by 
(3.2), (3.3), 
=E kFk EiY:,kl(l Yn.ki > EY"(T"))l %~,t~,~-, )I/ $I(T,)~O, (3.16) n 
as n -+ co. Hence, by the Chebyshev inequality, 
I 
c yi,kl(i Yn,kl > ‘?ntT”)) 
I/ 
dfTn) p. ‘3 as n + co. (3.17) 
k<k. 
By (3.6), (3.17) and the martingale property, the weak convergence of { c } 
to W follows directly from the theorems of Scott (1973) and McLeish 
(1974). Q.E.D. 
It is seen that the uniform integrability condition in (3.3) plays a vital role 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For possibly nonstationary martingale 
processes, verification of (3.3) is greatly facilitated by the following 
condition: for some 6 > 0, uniformly in (k, n), 
iE 1 ytt,k I 2+S}/(~:,k) ‘+8’2 Q c* < 00. (3.18) 
4. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES FOR CONTINUOUS TIME-PARAMETER 
REVERSE MARTINGALES 
We define X”(t) as in Section 2, but, assume it to be left continuous in t. 
Let %Y”‘,s = %‘(X(u), u > s) be the sigma-field generated by {X(U), u > s} 
(nonincreasing in s E [0, a~)), and we assume that E[X,(t) ( S$] =X,(s) 
a.e., for every t < s. We define W,, as in (2.1) and (2.3). We may remark that 
by the reverse martingale convergence theorem (viz., Tucker, 1968, p. 233), 
for every n, X,,(t) -+ EX,,(O) = 0, almost‘ surely, as t + co, and hence, 
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W,(O) = 0, with probability 1. For every n, consider a strictly decreasing 
sequence (a,,,) of positive numbers with lim,,, un.k = 0. Let 
t n.k = min(t: y:(t) < u~,~}, k > 1, h,,kn = T,,, (4.1) 
‘“,k = xn(tn,k) - Xn(tn,k+ I), k> 1, (4.2) 
Y :,k = d&k) - #i&k+ 1)~ k> 1. (4.3) 
Further, let 
Wu) = Minsk: YfXtn,k) Q UY%T,J), u E E, (4.4) 
and we assume that for every u E E, as n + CO, 
( k)& E[yi,k 1 .,.,+,,,/Y’(r,) p. ’ Or ( c 
k>k;(u) 
y:.k)/dT”) p.u’(4*5) 
Then, we have the following 
THEOREM 4.1. For the reverse martingale sequence {X,,(.)}, define { W,,} 
as in (2.1) and (2.3). Assume that (3.7) and (4.5) hold, and the Yft,k/yX.k are 
uniformly integrable. Then, { W,,} weakly converges to W in (D, p,), where pq 
is defined by (3.8). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1, and hence, we shall 
present only the salient points. The proof of (3.9) in this case follows by 
using the reverse submartingale property of {Xi(t), t > 0}, converted in to 
forward submartingale property for {W,(t), t E E} by the particular 
construction in (2.1) and (2.3). Also, defining the t,,, as in (4.1) and Zn.k, 
v’,ll(t) as in (3.10) and (3.1 l), we see that (3.12) holds in this case with 
Yn*,k+ 1 and U(k)lL(tn,k+ ,) being replaced by yt,, and U(ky+(tn,k), respectively. 
Similarly, (3.13) and (3.14) hold with maxk.+” being replaced by maxkak,,. 
Thus, if we define c by letting c(u) = (Ckak*(,,) Y,,,)/y,(T,,) for u E E, 
then (3.15) also holds in this case with maxkCk b”eing replaced by maxkaA,,. 
Finally, the uniform integability of the Yi,,/h.., insures (3.17) where we 
need to replace {k < k,} by (k > k,}, and the weak convergence of ( q } 
follows by an appeal to the results of McLeish (1974). Q.E.D. 
Here also, (3.18) provides a useful, sufficient condition for the verification 
of the assumed uniform integrability condition. 
5. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF OTHER STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
For both the theorems in Sections 3 and 4, the weak convergence of ( W,,} 
has been studied through approximating ( W,} by (c}, and, in addition, the 
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convergence in the sup-norm metric is established through the 
Birnbaum-Marshall (196 1) theorem for submartingales. For an arbitrary 
continuous time-parameter stochastic process, this submartingale (or reverse 
submartingale) property may not hold and the proof of the compactness 
condition under the sup-norm metric may become more involved, demanding 
additional regularity conditions. On the other hand, for the weak 
convergence in the Skorokhod J,-topology, the approximation {c} for 
( W,,} works out when 
y<y Zn,k/YnVJ --% 0 as n-tco. (5.1) n 
[In case (b), we need to take maxkak”.] Also, for c to converge weakly to 
W, we may set sufficient conditions as in Scott (1973) or McLeish (1974). 
In particular, we set in case (a) of Section 2, 
kz I~(Y,,,I~~,“.,_,)lllYn(T”)~O as n+ a; (5.2) ” 
in case (b), we take the conditional expectation given @n7nI.,a+, and the sum 
over k > k,. In addition to these, conditions like (3.6) and (3.17) insure the 
weak convergence of {c} to W, in the Skorokhod J,-topology on D[O, 11. 
This leads us to the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Under (5.1), (5.2), (3.6) and (3.17), {W,,}, defined by 
(2.1) and (2.2), converges weakly to W, in the Shorokhod J,-topology on 
D[O, I]. 
A similar theorem holds for { W,} defined by (2.1) and (2.3). We conclude 
this section with the remark that as in (3.13) and (3.14), a sufficient 
condition for (5.1) to hold is that for energy E > 0, 
sug bW:.,W,,, > ~Y~(WIY~,~I --$ 0 as n+co. (5.3) k< n 
For martingales or reverse martingales, (5.3) is insured by the assumed 
uniform integrability of the Yi,,/yz,, (so also is (3.17)), but, in general, (5.3) 
may need more stringent regularity conditions. 
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